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Do not go gentle into that good night…
Rage, rage against the dying of the light
— Dylan Thomas

A

s poet Dylan Thomas urged,
we do not go gently, we fight
with our last dying breath to
hold onto the inexplicably beautiful
gift of life. Yet dying is our destiny.
Just as life is lived in a profoundly
personal way for each of us, death is
unique for everyone—a sentiment at
the heart of the hotly debated topic of
assisted dying.
I began researching the “right
to die” a year ago, and the deeper
I delved, the more intricate the issue became. In a country where our
democratic rights allow us to choose
how we will live, should we have a say
in how we will die?
On February 6, 2015, our Supreme
Court said, yes. In the charter precedent case of Carter vs. Canada, nine
justices unanimously struck down the
ban on doctor-assisted dying.
The landmark ruling resulted in
cries of celebration—and tears of rage—
depending upon which side of the fundamental human law people stand.

A BIT OF
BACKGROUND

Until the recent Supreme Court ruling, assisted suicide and euthanasia
were illegal under Canada’s Criminal
Code. With the new judgment, Parliament has a year to draft legislation
giving competent and consenting
adults enduring intolerable physical
and mental suffering, the right to seek
medical help to end their lives.
Concerns the Conservative government would invoke the notwithstanding clause to override the ruling
have abated, but Prime Minister Stephen Harper has suggested the matter
is “a very delicate and divisive issue”
requiring input from Canadians of
all backgrounds. An election year
makes the issue all the more sensitive,
but precedent was set in Quebec last
spring.
On June 5, 2014, that province’s
Liberal government, led by neurosurgeon Philippe Couillard, passed legislation allowing terminally ill people
to seek physician assistance to end
their own lives with lethal injection.
Bill 52 won with an overwhelming

“

People are talking about the palliative process
and that, according to experts, may be the
best way to ensure what all sides seem to
agree upon: alleviating pain, bringing peace
and comfort, and maintaining dignity for
the dying is in everyone’s best interest.”

majority—close to 80 per cent—but
only after a long, complicated, drawn
out debate.
The province came up with a comprehensive law that states patients with
an incurable disease; in an irreversible,
advanced state of decline in capacities; in constant and unbearable pain
(physical and psychological); can opt
to end their suffering. Supervised by a
physician, patients sign dated consent
forms, allowing for change of heart, at
any time.
Quebec made the issue a medical
matter (under provincial jurisdiction)
rather than a criminal one (solely under the federal purview).
Despite the previous efforts of
Conservative MP, Stephen Fletcher,
who put forth a private member’s
bill in favour of assisted death in the
spring of 2014, the federal government steered clear of the topic, leaving it to linger for 20 years, in the
hands of the Supreme Court.
Back in 1993 Sue Rodriguez lost
her plea for the right to physicianassisted suicide when the Supreme
Court of Canada, in a 5-4 decision,
said the criminal code did not violate
her charter rights.
Rodriguez, who long suffered
the devastatingly debilitating amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, or ALS, was
unable to walk or talk, but found a
way to take action. With the assistance of an anonymous physician, she
ended her own life.
Some 18 years later, Kelowna’s
own Gloria Taylor, similarly suffering
from ALS, became a profi le plaintiff,
when in 2012 the BC Supreme Court
declared the existing law banning
assisted suicide was in fact unconstitutional.

Justice Lynn Smith delayed ruling, but granted Taylor an exemption
that opened the door for her to decide
how and when she would die. It was
a victory Taylor never exercised. She
passed away from an infection in the
fall of that year, but not before she
touched the hearts of a nation still in
need of answers.
The BC Civil Liberties Association
(BCCLA) continued Taylor’s cause,
and that of Kay Carter, another BC
woman who sought the province’s
help to end her suffering. Carter
eventually travelled to Switzerland for
legal euthanasia.
In Carter vs. Canada, the BCCLA
argued those with degenerative diseases have no physical means to end
their lives and such persons may end
their lives sooner than desired, before
being unable to act for themselves.
Denying them the right to assisted
suicide thus contravenes the Charter
of Rights and Freedoms.
With the Supreme Court in agreement, Canadians ponder what this
present turn in history will mean for
the future of our health care.
Importantly, people are talking
about the palliative process and that,
according to experts, may be the best
way to ensure what all sides seem to
agree upon: alleviating pain, bringing
peace and comfort, and maintaining
dignity for the dying, is in everyone’s
best interest.

A DIFFERENT
PERSPECTIVE

Dr. Gail Plecash, one of the fi rst female physicians with a full time practice in Kelowna, believes there is no
greater privilege than being present at
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the coming—and going—of life.
Since 1977 she has delivered 1,000
babies and shared in hundreds of patient deaths.
“The privilege of working with people who are going through end of life
issues is wrought with rich emotions,
but we sterilize it,” she says. “Like
birth, we want to throw down clean
towels and mop it up. We hospitalize
it and put it away so we don’t have to
look at it. When in fact, it’s one of the
most wonderful parts of medicine
and a beautiful time in life.”
Tears collect in her eyes when she
recalls particular patients and one
of her best friends, who died with
dignity, surrounded by her daughters
and husband.
Loved ones made sure Dr. Plecash’s friend was dressed in a beautiful nightie, not a hospital gown; her
daughters rubbed her arms and legs
with scented lotion while candles
fl ickered soft ly in her bedroom.
“We took care of her pain,” Dr. Plecash says. But mostly they honoured
her heart.
“Part of palliation is understanding
what’s important to the patient,” Dr.
Plecash says. “As family physicians,
we are in the unique position to facilitate discussion. We have longitudinal
relationships with our patients, but
we need to talk about these things
earlier on, when people are well.”
Indeed, physician responsibility
is key. A recent study by Stanford
University School of Medicine found
a disconnect between what doctors
want for themselves and what they do
for their patients.
Of 1,000 doctors surveyed, 88
per cent said they would chose a donot-resuscitate order for themselves
if they were terminally ill, yet they
pursue aggressive, expensive, life-prolonging treatment for such patients.
Lead author, Dr. V.J. Periyakoil,
says there is a tipping point at which
treatment becomes more of a burden
than the disease itself, but doctors
are trained (and rewarded) for doing
more, not for talking truths. Such
emotionally charged discussions are
difficult for doctors and take significant amounts of non-billable time.
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“

The privilege of working with people
who are going through end of life
issues is wrought with rich emotions ...
it’s one of the most wonderful parts of
medicine and a beautiful time in life.”
—Gail Plecash
Physician

Physicians fear failing their patients
and cite a sense of abandonment,
making it easier to prescribe one
more line of chemotherapy, than have
the conversation about why not to.

I JUST WANT TO
GO TO SLEEP

Palliative care nurse, Tracy McConnell, understands the dying process.
“What people really want is ownership and control of their situation,”
McConnell says. “Patients want to
decide for themselves how much they
will endure. Sometimes people look
at me with so much pain in their eyes,
pleading, ‘I just want to go to sleep.’ ”
It’s an anguishing experience with
a seemingly simple answer yet McConnell says there’s much more to
it. Eleven years of experience have
taught her something significant:
people die as they live.
The organized have their affairs
in order. They’ve done all the work
with fi nances and family. Sometimes
they even predict the day of their own
deaths. Others, particularly those
harboring regret or resentment, with
unresolved issues and broken bonds
with loved ones, suffer more.
“There is so much emotional and
spiritual pain,” she explains. “There is
restlessness. If people haven’t received
the right support, it’s not a good journey for them.”
On the other hand, if advanced
care planning that is goal oriented is
in place; if palliative sedation therapy
is employed; if reconciliation with
loved ones occurs, a peaceful and dignified end is likely.

Ultimately McConnell feels (and
Dr. Plecash concurs) if people receive
this kind of palliative care, most
would not end their lives prematurely—but that doesn’t mean she feels
they shouldn’t have the choice.
Perhaps toughest of all, is the
terrifying loss of control and inde-

A Good Death
“The fear of death follows from
the fear of life. A man who lives
fully is prepared to die at any
time.” — Mark Twain
Our deaths are as unique as— and
indeed reﬂective of— our lives.
Victoria palliative care nurse,
Tracy McConnell, shares her experience of what constitutes a
good death:
1 Control over the
course of palliation
2 Control of pain relief
and other symptoms
3 Dignity and privacy
4 Access to information
and expertise
5 Access to emotional and
spiritual support
6 A choice in who is present
during the palliative process
and who shares the end
7 Time to say good-bye
8 To be able to leave when it’s
time to go and not to have life
prolonged unnecessarily
9 Resolution with loved ones
10 Acceptance

Planning
Resources
Make your wishes known while
you’re still healthy. According to
Dying With Dignity, only about
one-third of Canadians have completed their Advance Care Plan
(ACP): a directive outlining the
kind of treatment you want and
authorizing someone to speak
for you if you cannot speak for
yourself. ACPs can also include
an Enduring Power of Attorney—
someone you appoint to make
decisions about your ﬁnancial,
business, and property aﬀairs.
For more information
contact the following:
www.dyingwithdignity.ca
www.advancecareplanning.ca
www.gov.bc.ca/advancecare

pendence for those like Gloria Taylor,
suffering with ALS.
“When someone with ALS comes
into hospice for a week of respite for
their caregivers, it rocks the staff,”
McConnell says. “The patients are
anxious, looking for us to do the right
thing for their positioning and comfort. Their care must be so precise. If
their leg is a hair out of place it is uncomfortable for them, but many cannot articulate it. I have to ask them to
blink once for yes, twice for no.”
In these cases McConnell admits,
“If I was experiencing the pain and
suffering I’ve born witness to, I would
want the choice of ending my life.”
Which is not to say she’d exercise
it, but having the option means having control, and sometimes that’s all
people need.

PALLIATIVE CARE

Pain may be multifaceted, but the
Canadian Society of Palliative Care
Physicians (CSPCP) insists, “No Ca-

nadian need feel that a deliberately
hastened death is the only option to
minimize suffering.”
Emphatically opposed when Quebec passed Bill 52, the CSPCP does
not regard euthanasia as part of the
practice of palliative care. “Palliative
care affi rms life, regards dying as a
normal process, and intends neither
to hasten nor postpone death,” the
group says.
Instead the CSPCP advocates for
improved access to affordable, equitable palliative care, more education for
health care professionals, and access
to advance care planning resources
to empower Canadians in their own
health care decisions.
Specifically the CSPCP distinguishes between euthanasia—the deliberate administering of medication
with the intent of ending a patient’s
life—and continuous palliative sedation therapy. The latter is the proportionate administration of sedative
medications intended to lower conscious awareness, relieving emotional,

More resources to help facilitate
discussions about death:
www.prolifekelowna.com
www.farewellfoundation.ca
www.cspcp.ca (Canadian Society
of Palliative Care Physicians)
www.chpca.net (Canadian Hospice Palliative Care Association)

spiritual, and physical distress.
Now that the Supreme Court has
cleared the way, a majority (74 per
cent) of CSPCP members say they
would not help patients commit suicide, but they do worry patients might
face the significant gaps in access
that women seeking abortions have
encountered since the high court decriminalized it in 1988.
That could certainly be a problem,
with 54 per cent of Canadian Medical Association members surveyed in
2014 in favour of legalizing assisted
death but only 27 per cent willing to
participate.
The Supreme Court has made it
clear that doctors do not have to assist
in death if it goes against their moral
or religious beliefs.
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OPPOSITION

“There’s nothing dignified about
being killed,” Kelowna Right to Life
Society’s executive director, Marlon
Bartram insists.
“We all have to die,” Bartram says,
“But at the foundation of every civilized society, human life has dignity.
At the foundation of the euthanasia
movement is the idea there is life that
is not worth living and that is a dangerous ideology to withhold.”
Which is not to suggest Bartram
believes someone should be kept artificially alive either. “We have the right
to refuse medical treatment in Canada and if a person of sound mind
decides they don’t want life support
or specific interventions, we don’t oppose that.”
Still, Bartram fears the slippery
slope of legislating assisted suicide.
“What we are opposed to is giving
someone the right to end someone
else’s life. If we do establish the right
to die, how do we limit it to someone
who is palliative? How do we keep the
genie in the bottle? The door has been
opened to widespread abuse.”

FREEDOM OF CHOICE

Right to die advocates disagree, citing
several US states, including Oregon,
Montana, Vermont and Washington,
that have legalized assisted dying,
as well as Switzerland, Belgium, the
Netherlands, and Luxembourg. They
dismiss the notion a surge in assisted
suicides will occur when legalized,
pointing to the Netherlands, where
less than 0.2 per cent of all deaths are
assisted. Ultimately they believe in
freedom of choice and the right of individuals to govern their own bodies.
Retired Kelowna accountant,
Glenn Mageau, is a representative of
the Okanagan chapter of Dying with
Dignity. The national charity is committed to helping Canadians achieve
quality in dying. With a member
base from one end of the country to
the other, a comprehensive staff and
board, famous patrons including
politicians, actors, and activists, and
an advisory council of physicians, the
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“

The Canadian Society of Palliative Care
Physicians says ‘No Canadian need feel that
a deliberately hastened death is the only
option to minimize suﬀering.’ The group
advocates for improved access to aﬀordable,
equitable palliative care, more education
for health care professionals and access to
advance care planning resources to empower
Canadians in their own health care decisions.”

organization is a powerful presence.
Like many Canadians, Mageau
applauds the right to choose how to
die in the case of terminal illness—a
belief grounded partly in personal
experience.
He lost his 11-year-old son in a
drowning accident in 1992. “They
tried to keep him alive at any cost,”
Mageau recalls. After five unfathomable days, Matthew succumbed to his
injuries. While he might have been
kept artificially alive, the essence of
Matthew was gone and Mageau accepted that, taking comfort in knowing his son did not suffer in his fi nal
days.
More recently, Mageau witnessed
the decline of his 93-year-old mother,
bed-ridden with Alzheimer’s disease.
Despite the exceptional care she received at a facility in Hope, Mageau
knew it wasn’t where she would’ve
chosen to spend her fi nal days. “I have
a daughter and three granddaughters.
I don’t want them to go through this
if I am terminally ill. I want the opportunity to have a choice to end it.”
That’s why he supports Dying with
Dignity. The group strongly urges
(and offers help in) advance care planning for Canadians. Such plans are

designed to ensure patients get the
treatment they want, bringing them
peace, and alleviating their families
of the burden of deciding what’s best.
It’s been a battle, but Mageau is
more optimistic about the future.
“We’ve come a long way in the last 10
years. Hopefully we will see some
common sense in new legislation.”

IN THE END

Perhaps none of us knows what we
would do until faced with our own
demise or that of a loved one. While
we wait for a new chapter in Canadian history to be written, a doctor I
know reminds me, “We are all dying;
it’s just a matter of when.” Perhaps
then our most important task is to
revel in life.

Shannon Linden
is a health and
humour columnist
who writes a blog,
magazine articles
and grocery lists.

